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Sources of electricity: Static electricity



  

Static electricity ain’t necessarily static

In cloud 
build-up

“Discharges” can 
occur between clouds 
and ground, or ground 
and clouds



  

Sources of electricity: chemical cells and batteries



  

Sources of electricity: electro-mechanical 
generators



  

Sources of electricity: solar panels



  

For some answers look at the nature of 
the elements. 

The Periodic Table gives clues to the electrical properties of 
elements.

But, what is electricity, 
anyway?



  



  



  



  

The Coulomb is a unit of charge
1 coulomb = 6.24 x 
1018 electrons

That’s 6.24 million 
million million 
electrons, or a 
quintillion electrons



  

The electroscope

An instrument 
invented in the 
1600s by Dr. 
Wm. Gilbert. 

It detects 
static charges.



  

Remember: unlike charges attract



  

What is current?

• Electrons normally revolve around the nucleus of 
each atom of copper in a wire, but when electrical 
pressure--called voltage---from a battery or 
generator or solar panel is applied, some of these 
electrons are forced out of their orbits and pass 
from atom to atom along the length of the wire. 

• These electrons are called free electrons and 
come from the outer orbit of the atoms. 



  

Electron flow



  

Instantaneous flow 
(an analogy)



  

One ampere (1A) is the flow of 
62,000,000,000,000,000,000 electrons (one 
Coulomb) per second past a given point!

On your calculator, scientific notation 
indicates there are 18 zeroes in this 
number. It will show on your calculator 
as 6218 or  6.219. Either entry is correct 
and okay.



  

Notice 
the use 
of the 
capital 
letter A



  

Current flows 
and safety



  

You can measure electron flow 
with an ammeter



  



  

What is voltage?
• Voltage is the potential 

energy that makes the 
electrical current flow in 
a circuit by pushing the 
electrons around. The 
unit of voltage is the 
volt. 

• It is also called electro-
motive force, or EMF.
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“Fields”
• Electrostatic fields and magnetic fields 

are twins. They are two halves of a 
duality in the universe. 



  

A voltmeter can measure 
electrostatic field differences, or 

potential, or EMF

Note the red 
horseshoe magnet 
in this classroom 
voltmeter

Voltage notation 
always uses an 
uppercase V 



  

What is resistance?

• Resistance is the opposition that a 
substance offers to the flow of 
electric current. 

• Resistance is often represented 
using the uppercase letter R.   



  

Resistance and Resistivity

The Greek letter rho denotes resistivity, 
not resistance



  

Resistivity of common materials



  

The unit of resistance

• The standard unit of resistance is the ohm, 
sometimes written out as a word, but usually 

symbolized by the Greek letter omega. 

The schematic symbol 
usually looks like this:



  

Now, one volt will force one 
ampere of current through 

one ohm of resistance



  

Stated differently ...

•  When an electric current of one 
ampere (1A) passes through a 
component across which a potential 
difference (or voltage) of one volt 
(1V) exists, then the resistance of 
that component is one ohm.



  

Schematics are diagrams that show how 
electrical and electronic circuits are wired. 
Schematics use symbols.  Schematics are 

the  “roadmaps” that reflect the 
configuration of circuits.

Again, here’s the symbol 
for a resistor.



  

Here are a few more symbols used on 
schematic diagrams:



  

The simplest circuit

+
_



  

The water wheel analogy



  

Tying it together



  

Another kind of resistor



  

DC series circuits

• Electron flow is the same 
in all parts of the “series 
circuit”



  

DC series circuits
• The current is the 

same in all parts of a 
series circuit, just like 
water flowing through 
one continuous pipe



  

DC series circuits

• Series circuits can 
have various types of 
devices in series



  

DC series circuits

• Here’s a series circuit 
comprised of three 
different-value 
resistors

The lower case k is 
shorthand for a 
thousand. i.e.  3k is 
3000.



  

DC series circuits
• The sum of the 

voltages across each 
component in a series 
circuit is equal to the 
source voltage



  



  

Series and parallel DC sources

• Sources can be 
connected in series or 
in parallel. 
Photovoltaic panels 
are shown here, but 
the DC source could 
be chemical cells or 
batteries.



  

Current flow in a parallel circuit



  

?

Thanks 
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